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ABOUT
AGENCY
DottsMediaHouse is a foremost digital marketing agency based in
lagos, delivering ROI focused digital solutions for leading brands
across Africa. Launched in 2014 with a vision to provide a platform
that creates digital success stories for global brands through effective campaigns. We have since grown into a group digital company
with expertise spanning media / tech / communications. Over the
past five years, DMH has handled services such as Social Media Management, Influencers Marketing, Content Development, Strategy,
Activations, Display Advertising for over 67 global brands through
almost 200 successful campaigns across Africa. DottsMediaHouse
is recognized as a thought leader in the Influencer Marketing space
with credits to having access to the largest chain of influencers /
content creators in Nigeria and spearheading more than 85% of
all trending social media related campaigns yearly across Nigeria
through the use of influencers & content creators.

FOREWORD
Over the years, influencer marketing has become a core aspect of how products and
services are sold to consumers. There are so many options that it’s easier to convince
someone to buy your product or use your service if someone they admire and respect
recommends it.
The digital economy in Nigeria is still in its early stages, but influencer marketing has
thrived immensely and from all indications is here to stay. Content creators have become connectors and the way that people consume information, in turn, impacts their
buying decisions.

IYIN ABOYEJI
General Partner
FUTURE AFRICA

The impact that content creators and influencers have on purchasing decisions is at
the core of the Future Africa Fund thesis on media and why we decided to collaborate
with Dotts Media House. We support the work Dotts is doing through their products /
services in connecting influencers and content creators to the brands who need.

We’re very fortunate to be part of the early stages of the digital economy. It means that we have the responsibility to document what we are
currently witnessing. The influencer marketing
sub-industry is revealing new aspects of human behaviour to us and reshaping the way we think about advertising and commerce.
The first edition of the Nigeria Influencer Marketing Report gave a first of its kind insight into Nigeria’s influencer marketing landscape, detailing
the perceptions, trends, challenges, misconceptions and projections within the industry.
A lot has changed in the last year, and there’s even more data available for brands and influencers alike to dig into and understand the space.
This second edition of the Nigeria Influencer Marketing Report focuses on how brands are finally in full-blown engagement with influencers
and the dynamic of this relationship. It also highlights the recurring algorithm change on social media platforms and its effects on the industry.
I’m excited about this report and the value that it possesses for stakeholders in the digital marketing space. It is my firm belief that years down
the line, we would look to this report to understand the history of the influencer marketing space in Nigeria, factors that shaped it and how it
developed.

INTRODUCTION
NIMR IS NIGERIA’S FIRST - EVER ANNUAL REPORT ON INFLUENCER MARKETING,
WELCOME TO THE SECOND EDITION (2019 AS A CASE STUDY)
Just before we take this deep dive into another cycle of reporting the state of Influencer Marketing in Nigeria. Here is an Overview of what the first edition was about:
Nigeria’s first ever influencer marketing report was produced to place Nigeria in the
global marketing conversation, thereby putting the Nigerian social media landscape
in the global map and to express the state of this form of marketing in Nigeria before
it is drowned.
In the research, facts and data statistics were analysed vis avis telling brand stories to
target audience. The report also served as a reference material to brand managers/
advertiers / social media enthusiasts and of course Influencers who constantly engage with target markets in different industries. Marketers began to understand the
need to understand markets and customer segmentation in crafting their stories; and
more importantly what influencers to engage for specific campaigns.
This gave rise to the discussion on influencer type and niche- an idea that was soon
embraced by marketing managers and brand executives. It helped define the influencer scope on campaigns, by creating a unique story telling technique that gives
credibility to the brand and the product/service and by extension creates believability and talkability of the product /brand.
The idea of engaging an influencer is to explore his/her platform to convincingly

reach out to target audience, and tracking feedback directly as well as measuring campaign success like trends,engagement, Influencers influence on feedback, and consumption of content. These pointers form the essence of the first ever report, showing the journey and transition,
and how the growth over the years has affected the industry on digital campaigns, PR spend and major trends in influencer marketing.
Feedback from the consumption of the first edition of this report showed that it has been very instrumental to brand executives and advertisers and it helped them to embrace the need to take influencers marketing as an important part of their campaign and marketing strategy
as a whole, Further results show, social media influencers are now geared towards creating an excellent career model for themselves, paying
attention to brands’ messaging and communication strategy compared to a year before.
Which is why, The goal for this year’s review will retain the goal of putting the Nigerian social media landscape on the global conversation, while
following the trends, best practices and analyse more factual data / statistics to produce comprehensive results for marketing professionals
nationwide.

Survey Correspondents - 2700+				

Focus Group - 22				

Demography - Nigerians
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A

ALGORITHMS AND ITS
CHAPTER
ONE
EFFECT

What better way to kick of the 2019 case study on influencer marketing, if not
with the most dreadful element that has affected arguable every influencer career. In 2019 we see brands are finally in full blown engagement with influencers.
International Influencers are getting paid as much as $50,000 with the likes of
Zach King, Cardi B, Kylie etc and Nigerians like
Denola Grey, Toke Makinwa, Ebuka make as much as 1million naira for one promoted post, Perhaps equally as impressive is the
ability of non-celebrities – the true social media influencers as confirmed by
our survey – like pamilerin, maraji, earning a living online representing various
brands.
Its no longer news that social media plays a massive role in the life of Nigerians. In fact, our survey confirms that the average Nigerian with a mobile phone
spends at least 3hours, 30 minutes daily on SM. With so many nigerian users on
these platforms, you would think there’s a need to create order, which is what
an algorithm does basically.
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Meaning of Social Media Algorithms?
An algorithm is a mathematical set of rules that specifies the behaviour of a group of data. In a layman english “Social media algorithms are a
way of sorting posts on platforms on a users’ feed based on relevancy instead of publish time” Depending on which platform you are on, Algorithms prioritize which content a user sees in their feed first by the likelihood that they’ll actually want to see it

Why is social media algorithms important?
With the massive number of users on social media across the world and tons of posts uploaded into the social space per minute. Its obvious the
existence of Algorithms are important as it’s a massive measure to monitor and manage people and content. Without social media algorithms,
sifting through all of this numerous content would be impossible. Especially when you think of users who follow hundreds or thousands of accounts, so algorithms do the assignment of delivering what you want and weeding out content that’s deemed irrelevant. Before the switch to
algorithms, most social media feeds displayed posts in reverse chronological order. In short, the newest posts from accounts a user followed
showed up first
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But currently Social media algorithms vary by platform. Our report touches on four main platforms:

PLATFORM

ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
Proper engagement is the key to Facebook’s algorithm layout. It’s focused on the importance
and views of local, familiar and friendly posts, rather than business posts. Simply put, to do well
on this platform, prioritize meaningful conversations over transactions.
Instagram is about showing as many people as much information in a day as possible, and because there are alot of informations put out by numerous users every second, there is a survival
mode of each content. Early 2019, Instagram confirmed that What shows up first in your feed is
determined by which accounts you engage with the most, as well as other contributing factors
such as the timeliness of posts, how often you use Instagram, how many people you follow, etc.

Twitter is unique in that it ranks its posts not only by relation to the user but to time and date
posted. Fresh and updated material ranks higher than day-old news. The number of comments a
Tweet has will also influence its rank. The Algorithm here is totally different, it disapproves fake
content & spam-like content, it encourages engagement.

Unlike every other platform, LinkedIn’s algorithm is based on connection and engagement, for
your content to be successful, its must be informative. A read-worthy content is the way to
beat LinkedIn Algorithm.
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How does Algorithms affect the Influencer ecosystem?
Theoretically,
Most influencers surveyed believe that these social platforms are basically playing a fast one on the users, our focus group shows social
media algorithms exist to push brands and individuals to start spending more on social ads in order to get visibility on their content. The
belief is that if brands/influencers can’t reach their audience organically, they’ll turn to ads instead. Obviously, this means more money for
social platforms
Even though this belief is not confirmed, truth is the unstable changes in how social media algorithms prioritize paid and organic content
have a huge impact on users and most importantly social media influencers.
Overall, When these creators/influencers were surveyed and asked to provide feedback on twitter & Instagram’s experiment all through
,2019, data shown below:

And here are some of the ways “Algorithm Change” is Hitting
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Influencers hard
»» The removal of likes on instagram mid 2019 was designed to im
prove the lives of consumers , but as it got tested and rolled
out,content creators & influencers are feeling the impact of the
change on their accounts and content, making them scared if the
brands they work with will be affected.
»» Twitter accounts owned by users are getting suspended & deactivated once spam-like content is noticed, or any form of abusive
behaviour or fake content is published, and this new experience

A leading Influencer quoted :
“If likes/comments aren’t visible on
our posts, followers no more see
the reason to “engage posts”
thinking their actions of “liking
and comment” is irrelevant.”

is hitting hard on nigerian influencers who have built a strong followers base over the years, and many of them are getting affected by this making them lose huge years of effort and campaign
opportunities and money
»» The rate at which content creators & influencers experience huge
engagement (likes & comment) and followers growth has reduced compared to previous years, Our survey shows 47% complaining about a reduction in followers growth and engagement
level including retweets and shares, while 21% confirms indeed
their follower base grows.
»» Content creators & influencers are no more excited about putting so much effort into creating great content, since the social
platforms have refused to show these so called great content to
majority of their audience

A leading Influencer quoted :
My post engagement has reduced
because even though i still create
good content, my posts are not gaining
enough likes/comments anymore to be
deemed a ‘good post’ and this is owed
to the fact that platforms arent
showing it to the audience”
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Tips to use in beating the algorithm for Any Social Media Platform
Love ’em or hate ’em, social algorithms are here to stay.
Wondering how you can stay in the good graces of each
platform’s algorithm?

2. Content that begs for Interaction
The more likes, shares, and comments your content receives, the
more favorable it appears, and the more favorable it gets on social
platforms, the more your content conquers Algorithm. Making posts

1. The Power of Short Videos

that invites followers to engage and interact improves ranking for

Video has proven itself a favorite on social platforms. Survey shows

your posts and encourages brand loyalty. Some examples of inter-

Advertisers who use video in their ad campaigns receive over 60%

active content include:

more conversions than images. A short video clip is not only powerful
to attract more engagement but also has a greater chance of being

•

Q&A

consumed in full during a quick social media scan

•

Live interviews/reviews/conversations

To take it further, Instagram Live & Facebook’s live video option is an

•

Promotions focusing on likes and shares

optimal way to engage audience, After the live portion of the video

•

Content featuring a more popular individual than yourself in your
niche

is over, it remains available for viewing, so users linked to your profile
don’t miss out.

2. Content that begs for Interaction

•

Polls and quizzes
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3. Evoke Humor and Emotion
Whether it’s a funny meme about dancing #Gbese #Tesumole or or a touching video about free ads for individuals smes that cant afford paying
you, evoking emotion humanizes your brand.
Companies who connect with their followers on this deeper level, even just a silly GIF or meme, are more likely to see audience being constant
with repeat comments, likes, and shares generally.
4. Write Back
This sounds very simple and basic, but this is one of the most effective strategies that works like magic. Reaching out to followers in comments
shows familiarity, Followers wanna feel close to you through your content and feel at home once they believe you are not too big to respond.
This will in no way help you beat the algorithm. Reach out, comment, like, even share interesting content less relevant to you but more to them.
That way it guarantees the chance that you’ll receive engagement of your own.
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B

MY JOURNEY AS A
TRENDING INFLUENCER
First, I need to state that becoming an influencer wasn’t a deliberate action.
I had always enjoyed using Social Media – from Hi5 to MySpace to Facebook
and 2Go. When I first signed up on Twitter in 2009, I didn’t understand how it
worked. I didn’t personally know anyone who was on the platform so it wasn’t
fun to use. It felt weird just randomly posting things nobody saw nor interacted with. So I left it for a bit, and returned in 2010 when I started blogging.

I only wanted more people to read my blog and Twitter was just another platform to share links to my stories. I soon found out how interactive the platform was, and also began sharing stories there. I began to gain a following,
and started enjoying it. I convinced some of my real-life friends to join as well.

CHIDI “Chydee” OKEREKE
BRAND INFLUENCER

They did, brought others on, and soon we had a community of friends, friend’s
friends and acquaintances. We would banter amongst ourselves, share jokes,
sometimes tweet-fight, and generally keep people entertained.
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Becoming popular, becoming an influencer wasn’t deliberate.
It was really happenstance.
Now to answer the question: how did I become a top influencer? Originality, authenticity, credibility, wit, and trustworthiness. I ensure every content I put out is original.
Where it’s not, I give due credit. I also do some research before commenting on social
issues. That has ensured credibility is intact. Sometimes, I do get it wrong, and I never
fail to admit my mistakes, apologize when necessary, and commit to being better. That
has built trust amongst my audience. Finally, people love to laugh, so I try to infuse
humor in as many things as possible. Of course, you cannot joke with everything, but
where it applies, humor and wit always helps.
I am not a messenger or a billboard, I am a creator, a story teller, an experience-giver.
My influencing methods are big on strategy, If there isn’t a way to create an experience
around the project, then I don’t want it. Unless of course it is not a controversial project
and the money is too good to resist.
I currently do most of my paid influencing on Twitter. So it’s mostly words and pictures.
I am exploring making videos, maybe starting a YouTube Vlog, so I could infuse promotional experiences in those, at some point. I have tested it with a campaign I did for
Durex and the feedback was positive. So, I believe there’s an opportunity there for me.
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How I pick campaigns is a very finicky process. I did an audit and I found out I had rejected over 90% of the offers I got from organizations
seeking my services between 2018 and 2019. The 5 major things I consider before accepting a campaign are:
Brand Credibility:
What am I promoting? Is it a credible brand? Are they controversial? Are they trustworthy? Are their products as advertised? I do the research,
check sentiments, etc., before I get on. This is why when agencies reach out and tell me they cannot reveal the client yet, I tell them the conversation cannot continue. The credibility of a brand/campaign is critical, because I don’t want to stain my white.
Does it feel organic? Am I an authority in this sector? Is this a space I am capable of influencing? Is this a product/service I use/have used? Is
the campaign experiential? Will it seem forced and ‘selly’? If it ticks all these, then it ticks one of my critical criteria – ‘organicness’.
Will my Audience benefit from it? Is it a product or service they will benefit from? Are there giveaways/incentives to engage? Will it impact
them positively? Etc. I have done campaigns where everything went back to my audience. They didn’t have a huge budget, but the service
would benefit people, so I took it.
Is it financially rewarding? This comes last, but it is very critical. Because I reject a lot of campaigns, I make sure the ones I take are worth it,
financially. Sometimes the huge costing I present is to deter the client, but a lot of times, they go ahead and pay, so everybody is happy.
Is it politics? As a paid influencer, I never touch politics.
Last time I did was in 2014 – a digital marketing company created this platform that automatically pushed out tweets we will post on our
Twitter pages. We were paid per tweet. Some of the content we pushed out were from brands like Samsung, a Financial Institution and then
a pro Goodluck Jonathan organization. The content was basically all the work GEJ was doing, nothing promoting his candidacy. I accepted it
on the grounds that I will fact-check every information and refuse to push out any content I wasn’t comfortable with. I considered my Twitter
a Digital Billboard or a newspaper page – any brand can advertise, as far as it is factual. However, I stopped the moment they wanted us to
begin promoting GEJ’s candidacy. I did not believe he did well as president, and I refused to endorse him. The switch was confusing to a lot of
people – and rightly so. I began to see my platform as more than just a billboard, and since then I have never accepted money to promote any
politician on my page. I also shy away from government related campaigns. Ministries, parastatals, etc. They have to be very very people-centric
before I agree to come on board.
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To be honest, I am still asking myself this question. I count myself a versatile person and I cannot necessarily say I influence a particular space.
But if I must answer this crucial question that is important to the originality of every impactful influencer, I’d say Socio-Politics, Pop-Culture,
advocacy and humor. Depending on who you ask, these are the niches I affect.Looking at how i found a niche, I would say It is a consequence
of how I started. It was supposed to be all fun and jokes, and some nation building on the side.
And incase you are wondering how i manage to stay consistent to my chosen niche, I just keep putting out relevant content. I don’t jump on
everything happening in those spaces I influence. I do not rush to make comments or contribute. Most things I put out are intentional, aimed
at consistency.

It is very important. When you have a niche, those seeking your services clearly know what they want and how to find you. Some people are of
the opinion that being an all-rounder is better. Well, this might be true, but from experience, the biggest, most direct and impactful campaigns
go to those who have clear niches, and that is why it is important Influencers “own a niche”. Check out the comedians of today, The YouTubers,
the tech influencers, the Finance Experts, etc. They are niched, and that means they are highly sought after by consumers and organizations
with those particular needs.
And my Niche is definitely one of the reasons i have been involved with substantial work for a lot of brands. My Impact on Marketing Campaigns
From MTN to Pepsi, Durex to Access Bank, PZ cussons to Friesland Campina, helped these brands reach millions and created hundreds of millions of impressions. But while that is good for my CV as a brand influencer, the impact I like is people telling me they made a decision based
on my ‘recommendations’. That is the impact that really matters to me, not vanity metrics like trends / likes / views / reach / impressions etc.
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Every now and then, I ask brands I work with for feedback - because measuring results of every campaign worked on is important - and most feedback are usually positive. Of course, there are some that do not go as expected. Sometimes it is because the
strategy was wrong. Sometimes it is because the timing wasn’t right. Sometimes it is because the product/service wasn’t a good
fit and I missed the signs in my reconnaissance. On very rare occasions, it is because I did not put my heart in it. And so on. However, most feedback have been positive. Also, the fact that 90% of the organizations I work with always come back means I must
be doing something right.

I’ve been in this game long enough to know that you really cannot bottle virality. You can try, and get lucky, but success rate for
planned virality is too low to be scientific. Of course, there are people who have learnt how to consistently be in the news and on
top of trends, but to really master the art of going viral is a different ball game entirely. And even though i have emphasized that
you cannot bottle virality, there are ways of making brands and campaign hashtags go viral simply by becoming a trend. Whatever your target is, succeeding is a function of the strategy. It is a function of the thought behind the hashtag. It is a function of the
timing. It is in content. It is in the influencers promoting the hashtag. All these ingredients are vital in trending. Luck is critical in
going viral.
One of the questions most brands want answered is, Does controversy have a negative or positive impact on influencers? Well Using myself as a case study One year ago, I would have straight up said “controversy has a negative impact on influencers” but one
important lesson Social Media has taught me is the evolution of thought. For that reason, I will say ‘to each his own’, and I will tell
you why: Nairamarley. Before the EFCC case, not a lot of people knew him. Now he’s the hottest entertainer and influencer in the
whole Nigeria. Everything he says – most of them controversial – works for him. He has built a cult following of mainstream proportions and he has become a poster-boy for ‘all publicity is good publicity’.
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Now, considering the kind of person I am, and the kind of brand I have built for myself, I believe controversy will do me more harm
than good. I am also intentional about positivity, so negative publicity does not work for me. I’d rather remain obscure than cause
any controversy for attention/clout. Again, to each his own.

Top 3 Online Moments as an Influencer
•

Getting listed by reputable platforms and media houses as one of the top influencers in Nigeria – alongside people I
actually admire.

•

Getting nominated in the New Media category of The Future Awards 2018

•

And most importantly, every single time I have helped raise money for someone in need. Every single time advocacy I have
championed/participated in has led to cultural and institutional change. Moments like that make being an influencer
completely worth it.
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C

AN IDEAL INFLUENCER
POINT OF VIEW
“You’re the ideal Influencer!” A client said this to me after I exceeded their expectations and target on an engagement they employed my services for. This comment
took me aback as I reminisced on how I stumbled into the world of being a brand
Influencer.

I must have thought carrying my Natural Hair all through my time at the Big Bother
Naija house was only a marketing strategy to announce my beautIFU Ennada Haircare Line when I was out, but what I didn’t know was that I was influencing alot of
females to go back natural and for those who were already natural - to show off their

IFUENNADA
BRAND INFLUENCER

Natural Hair with pride, because yes the real power of being an influencer is in how
much you can affect the decisions of a particular audience
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Launching my beautIFU Ennada Haircare Line, putting out DIY contents on how to style natural hair while using my natural hair made me more
effective as an Influencer (because having the right content is the first step to being a force in any niche you have chosen to dominate and thats
what my well DIY content on hair was able to deliver for me) and not long after i became an authority in the Beauty World and built myself a
“Buying Crowd” that has come to trust my judgement on not just Hair products, but literally anything I speak to them about. Most influencers
put the most focus on followers growth, been in the public eye often, partnering with so many brands, when in the real essence of influencing,
what influencers should be more bothered about is mastering their niche and delivering the niche-based content to their audience, if this is
done properly, every other things will come including global brands.
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Through my experience of being one of the top Influencers in my

2) BE CONVERSATIONAL: The Ideal Influencer must have a voice

niche, and generally understanding trends, millenials, platforms

and be conversational with it. To be conversational with your Voice you

etc has taught me two things the Ideal Influencer must possess;

need to understand it. What is your writing style? How do you like to
communicate with people? What do you want to be known for? The
answers to these questions will help you understand your voice. Getting conversational with your voice is a whole different thing. Being
conversational simply means communicating with and engaging your
followers in a voice they relate to “your voice”. Whether you have 10
million followers or 1,000 followers, Whether you are a Tier1 or Tier4
Influencer, if you’ve mastered your niche, your voice and how to engage

1) BE CONSISTENT: It cant be over emphasized that an ideal in-

your followers you’re on the route to building a diehard family base

fluencer must first of all find a niche and own great content with

who’ll follow you anywhere and help you spread your content (Paid or

which they can build trust. Having a niche is important because it

not) as an Influencer. Being conversational with your Voice helps to cre-

helps brands/ social media users & your followers give your brand

ate a bond with your followers as they begin to feel like family. In most

and identity and will be able to place you and remember you when

cases Family members would go out of their way to support us – this

a particular solution is needed in your preferred space. But beyond

is what you get from being conversational with your content. Having a

this, to be seen as a true professional in your niche, all you need is

voice also helps to advise Advertisers on the best way an ad/product

consistency with your already great content, When are you post-

should be communicated to your following for maximum results. With

ing, What are you posting, how often are you posting, how strate-

my next point I’ll give some case studies on how everything I’ve stated

gic is what you are posting, When you do all these so well, you be-

so far played a role in executing some of the most successful Influencer

come like a drug they’re addicted to – they can’t live without you,

jobs I’ve done.

they trust you to take care of them as far as that need is concerned
and as long as you stay consistent, sometimes they would extend
this trust to almost any topic you take on.
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CASE STUDY 1
The ideal Influencer must be spontaneous and understand how to manipulate
Social Media, the audience and ultimately viral conversations. In March of 2019
the biggest and most notorious blog on Instagram broke a news where they reported I said I make 5 million a day! Before this happened I was still brainstorming
a campaign on how to get more distributors to sign up as partners to become
my Haircare Line partners. At the time I felt I had saturated my page with too
much of my product contents, and knew for me to get mega attention & virality
without paying for Ads was to prey on the “Controversial News Loving Minds” of
Nigerians. I was scheduled to make an appearance on the reunion of big brother
show that had the attention of millions so I decided to reveal how much I once
made during “Sales/Discounts “ of my products. On this particular episode I talked about how sometimes during sales I make #5millionAday. And as you would
agree, most Nigerians on social media have selective hearing, I was very certain
alot of blogs will feast on it and boy did they!

The news went viral the second the episode was aired and I got over 1,000% increase in my profile visit! Prior to this I’d gotten my campaign ready, so as I was
going viral, all the eyes that came to my page were seeing my campaign and a
substantial number of them were converted to Distributors who are still in business with me till i write this! I got all these blogs to advertise for me free of charge
without them even knowing it! That is exactly what “intentional influencing” can
bring to your table.
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CASE STUDY 2
An international Perfume brand called ScentHop was another successful brand that benefited massively
from my understanding of “How to get people’s attention on social media” .. The Brand approached me
through their agency with the brief on how sales and awareness was their KPI for their launch, knowing
how people don’t engage influencer posts when they know it’s an Ad I immediately bought into their
teaser strategy for the product launch that went on to get them amazing results. Together we came up
with a viral strategy that went viral and had blogs reporting that I spend 1 Million weekly on perfumes.
As expected this caught the public’s attention and at the height of the attention the brand dropped the
main Ad content announcing me as the campaign influencer and first Scenthopper in Nigeria, in less than
two hours brand’s page surpassed over a thousand followers, millions were reached, and tens of millions
of impressions made, the positive results exceeded their expectations.

An Ideal Influencer must be ready to leave his/her comfort zone to deliver mind blowing content that can
get the public talking (e.g the case of ebuka shaving off his beards for a shaving stick brand)

As already emphasized severally, Being an Influencer is beyond being popular or having 200 million followers. It is beyond consistently posting nice pictures on social media. What brings the engagement and
results is having an “out of the box” mind of a Marketer who will be creative and can think for both the
Customer and the Advertiser. To be able to get results you need to understand the points I’ve discussed
and keep reinventing yourself because at the end of the day, you’re not an Influencer if you’re unable to
convert your huge followers base to actual buyers for brands you collaborate with, or if you lack the ability to push people in a desired direction, whether it’s for your personal brand or an Advertiser
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HASHTAG VS KEYWORDS
ON SOCIAL MEDIA
Since the inception of Hashtags in August 2007 by Chris Messina, it has since
been widely used on social media and also a factor to consider when planning online campaigns. The creator, Chris needed a solution to get content
online with the same context all in one place, so he thought of a simple hack
to solve this problem rather than waiting for some technology solution, hence
‘Hashtags’.

The simplicity of using hashtags has made it even more compelling. Just incase
you are not clear on the actual reason hashtags were created, here is a relatable
scenario; The wedding planner asks a couple to come up with a unique hashtag
for their wedding, say they came up with #Home2020 and the hashtag was
communicated to everyone coming for the wedding, After event For the cou-

SAMSON OPALEYE

ple to experience all the moments posted by their guests at a glance, all they
have to do is check the hashtag on social media and they can easily view all the

BRAND CONSULTANT

pictures of everyone who posted about their wedding using the given hashtag.
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With this detailed understanding of the inception of hashtags,
let’s discuss keywords before we delve into trends and actual
comparison between hashtags and keywords.
The term ‘Keyword’ is used in various scenarios, but the keyword
I will be referring to in relation to this report, is the keyword used
during a social media campaign and not that of SEO or SQL, etc.
So coming from a social media campaign perspective, keywords
are totally different from hashtags, unlike hashtags, a keyword
does not have the ‘#’ symbol before the word. It’s basically a
word or a phrase, with which a brand / advertiser or an individual

Online Campaign Phases
While drawing out your campaign strategy plan, the phases of how you
intend to execute cannot be left out. In some cases it starts with a teaser, then the launch and post launch is usually the last stage which can
also be called sustenance if campaign is going to be a long duration. To
gather all the content associated with this campaign for all its phases,
is why 99% of digital strategists / agencies and brands will make use of
hashtag to hold these content in one place.
From experience, depending on the nature of your campaign, the best
phase to use ‘keyword’ instead of ‘hashtag’ is the teaser phase; which
is largely pulled off using influencers on social media. An example of a
keyword focused teaser campaign I believe will give more clarity;

decides to create awareness, by promoting it aggressively online
in order to meet their marketing objectives.

Campaign Brief Summary
A subscription based perfume brand is willing to launch an awareness
campaign for their brand. Their core target audience are millennials
across the nation.
The brand had done a successful launch in the previous quarter but it is
willing to do another round of awareness campaign and the direction in
focus is to engage customers by encouraging them to own their ‘signature scent’; The brand wants customers and prospects to pick their fav
scents and have it delivered to their doorstep once every month.

Advertiser’s Approach
The advertiser engages 15 tier 3 influencers, 4 tier 2 influencers and 1
tier 1 celebrity influencer making a total of 20 strong influencers. The
agency kicks off with a 1-day teaser campaign focused on the keyword
‘Signature Scent’ and no hashtag. That way, it is perceived as organic
ahead of a strong campaign launch.
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Teaser Mechanic;
On the day of the teaser, a female tier 3 influencer tweets;

Then all the tier 3 and tier 2 influencers jump on it by giving their own
experience around signature scent. See a sample of one of their replies;

The replies and retweets of these tier 3 and tier 2 influencers will get their followers jumping on this signature scent discussion, thus the
keyword ‘Signature Scent’ gets on the trend table and keeps rising up the table as more tweets get on the discussion. Later that day, the
brand then jumps on the keyword trend introducing the official hashtag - #BlahBlahBlah (Which in most cases the hashtag is the brand’s
name. See the brand’s sample tweet below;
With over hundreds of designer fragrances in our inventory, you can definitely find your favourite perfume and make it your signature
scent. With just N5000 we will deliver it for FREE in Lagos to your doorstep. Subscribe now on #BlahBlahBlah and get 3rd month FREE.
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All the influencers excluding the tier 1 will retweet and reply to the brands tweet using the now revealed hashtag, so it goes viral and the
hashtag begins to gather data. The advertiser has saved the tier 1 influencer for the next day for more impact and reach, he will reply to the
brand’s tweet using the hashtag;
“I just signed up on #BlahBlahBlah for my signature scent, who can guess the designer perfume?”
This tweet will also be amplified by all the influencers using the hashtag.
Before the brand jumped on the teaser trend, I know what a good brand manager would be thinking right now, this keyword could have been
hijacked by another perfume brand, but this is what a good agency will do; ‘social listening’, the keyword is being monitored and influencers
are ready to control the conversation in favour of the brand that owns the keyword.
In the example above, the keyword direction in the teaser phase seemed super organic and functional, making it seamless for a hand in glove
connection with the introduction of the brand’s post. While the hashtag introduced by the brand will hold content all through the campaign.
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Overall Comparison between ‘Hashtags’ and ‘Keywords’

Social media Users use hashtags for
content search

keywords are less effective for content search
especially on

When users spot keywords and hashtags
trending on twitter, Users understands
that the trending keyword will be a paid
discussion

When users spot keywords and hashtags trending on
twitter, Users understands that the trending keyword
will be an organic discussion

Hashtags are excellent tools for gaining
more engagement on platforms like
instagram & facebook

keywords are more functional for twitter but brands will
rather use hashtags for clout

The outcome of using hashtags are mostly
short lived, but highly effective for
that short period of time.

The use of keywords has longetivity, as you can keep
using a keyword for years without boring your audience

Content Creators and Influencers confirm
via our survey that The use of hashtags on
their content reduces engagement &
results

But the use of keywords in place of hashtags helps
them disquise their content to their follower base as
organic rather than paid.

Hashtags and keywords are effective tools for digital strategists, both in similar and different ways. Being aware of the
relationship they share can result in helping you build better marketing strategies.
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CAMPAIGN CASE STUDIES

CHAPTER ONE

Partnering with influencers is already familiar to many brands, but the
market is undergoing constant change: Brands must continually evolve
their strategies accordingly. The market is rapidly expanding as influencer types have proliferated, with influencers filling every conceivable
niche and sub-niche interest. Each of these types offer distinct benefits
and trade-offs for brands. In addition to celebrities with massive followings like @TokeMakinwa, @BrodaShaggi, @TobiBakre etc brands are increasingly tapping other key influencer types, including micro influencers like @ThePamilerin, @Diana_Eneje not to forget the rapidly growing
Tech Youtubers, nano influencers, kidfluencers, gaming influencers.

In this Chapter, we will be looking at three of the best influencer marketing case studies of 2019. These case studies highlight Top Three in
different segments of Influencer Marketing.
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TOP THREE HIGHEST BRAND SPENDERS.
Through our survey results, The following brands are recognized for employing influencer marketing as one of the mediums for delivering their
campaign goals in 2019.

Pick Five of these Brands that you agree spent a huge budget
on influencers marketing in 2019
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But amidst this leading brands with successful campaigns all through the year. We noted these brands as TOP #3

SEVEN UP BOTTLING COMPANY (Owners of Pepsi / Aquafina / H20H / Mirinda etc)
topped the list for brand with the most spend on campaigns / promotions through the use of influencers & content creators. SevenUp Topped
this list as the No1 brand through running several monthly awareness focused online campaigns for their leading brand PEPSI, and also Aquafina, LiptonIceTea .. Some the campaigns which included:

These campaigns featured all level of influencers including High Tier Influencers who are celebrities as well as Ambassadors for Pepsi, Content
Creators and Tier-3 Influencers. Each Influencer was required to create content and publish on their personal social media pages all through
any of the running campaigns creating awareness and driving conversions.
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THE JUMIA BRAND is one of top 3 brand confirmed by our survey

BUDWEIZER NIGERIA is the final of the 3 brands who delivered

to have invested majorly in influencer marketing in 2019 with the

the biggest spend on marketing through the use of Influencers. Bud-

objective of pushing traffic for sales on their site. Through several

weizer rolled out her #BeAKing campaign unveiling high tier influ-

online campaigns like:

encers every other month witht the aim to achieve TOMA and leadership in their category

Jumia Nigeria warms up its Influencer marketing strategy by partnering with content creators and Tier-3 Influencers to generate buzz
for the company. Each Influencer creates unique content centered
around Jumia and infuses their authentic voice into the content.
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MOST ENGAGING INFLUENCER MARKETING LED CAMPAIGN
But having noted all these brands and their engagement. Our survey confirms LiptonIceTea’s #SunshineInABottle to be the most engaging
influencer marketing driven campaign all through 2019. From idea to usage of influencers. The over 3months straight campaign was viral all
through giving unexpected millions of reach and hundreds of millions of impressions while trending on twitter and instagram’s explore page
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Top Brand Campaign/Influencer MisMatch
Larger scale Influencers can help brands increase their awareness, spread
exposure as well as reach a wide audience. However, if the Influencer is
a poor match for the brand and doesn’t fit into the identity, the audience is likely to dismiss their “INFLUENCE”. It is advisable to make the
most of Influencer Marketing strategy to get the best results but it has
been revealed that there are brands that don’t understand the concept
of aligning an influencer with their brand Identity.

A perfect example of this is the Go-Slo Ice Cream that was recently
launched. A well put together and strategic campaign was adopted for
this product and was seemingly successful based on the awareness and
reach it got both online and offline. However the only glitch noticed
and confirmed by our focus group was their Influencer Marketing, The
brand selected key high fashion industry experts to drive awareness for
the brand and drive conversions, Unfortunately this was perceived by
the public as a mismatch as the results the brand got from using this
high tier influencers who have millions of followers didnt work, at the
end of the campaign for example, The brand page still had less than a
100 followers even after their high tier influencers had posted severally
and urged followers to follow. Although, the brand has not published
campaign results online, it is believed that the celebrities did not match
as the perfect reps for an ice-cream brand . Brands need to understand
that, a mismatch can par your campaign and produce undesirable results.
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Perfect Brand Campaign/Influencer Match
An influencer can be seen as a mutual friend that connects your brand with your target audience. When brands align with an influencer, not
only would the influencer bring its audience, he/she will also bring their audience network as well. You see, choosing the right influencer for
your brand campaign isn’t just leveraging on the followership of that individual but understanding that there is an alignment. Hence, the audience trusts your brand as much as they trust the influencer.

Case study 1:
Gillette Nigeria unveiled Ebuka Obi Uchendu as her ambassador, and that was the best match they
could have partnered with, Ebuka is known as king of fashion and was strategically fit for a personal
care brand like Gillette. The teaser stage to execution between the brand and ambassador was excellent.,

Case study 2:
Pepsi is a key player and understands the art of matching influencers right. Pepsi portrays itself a
brand that loves entertainment, music, sport and keys into this by signing the top nigerian artists, top
nigerian djs, top nigerian sportmen as ambassadors. For every event Pepsi supports or organizes,
you’re certain one of the ambassadors to Pepsi will be present. The Ambassadors who are also Influencers market the product effortlessly even down to product placement. Often times, the audience
doesn’t even realize when it’s a strategic post.

These are just a few highly impressive case studies that show how Influencer Match Making done right can boost your business. As you can see,
these brands had varying goals and expectations out of their influencer marketing campaigns. Some brands use it to raise awareness, others
just want to promote new products. And each time, influencers were able to deliver incredible results for the campaign.
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THE POWER OF
CONTENT CREATORS

Tiwalola Olanubi Jnr.

Creative Director , DOTTSMEDIAHOUSE
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The terms influencer, content creator, and celebrity are often thrown around without
people truly knowing the difference. Fact is “influencer” and “content creator” are not

As a brand /agency, who will most likely
deliver result for your campaigns

synonymous. There is a difference, and our survey shows that even the best advertisers
/ social media users are guilty of confusing the two
Partnering with influencers is already a familiar process to many brands, but what nigeria know as influencers is a bit relative - everyone basically tags themselves influencers
nowadays as long as they have a fair number of followers / engagement, which to be
very honest is understandable. This varies totally for content creators.

“Content creation is a 3-step process of identifying a niche topic you are experienced
on , deciding which form you want the content to take, then actually producing it” in
addition, most content creation processes always involve thorough rounds of strategy
before content is ready for publishing. And Because content is delivered through different forms – blog post, video, infographic, skits, eBook, tweet, podcasts, to name a
few – creating great content can truly impact your business. In fact, our survey proves
that creating quality content makes customers / followers 200% more likely to convert,
engage, visit, attend or buy depending on the objective of your content.

As a social media user, what’s the most
preferred content you engage with the most ?
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In explaining the difference between these two, Its not to say influencers are not content creators and vice versa. In fact, there is often times a huge overlap in the two,
Both are greatly valuable to Advertisers that use them the right way and understands the role each has to play. Content creators and Influencers both have content creation in common, but their priorities, abilities and market value vary across the board. Understanding the key differences and similarities between the two will allow you to
understand and plan whose partnership will help you to meet your business objectives. Survey shows that 90% of Content Creators have the ability to influence and create
content, while 88% of Influencers only have the ability to influence (amplify already made content to their huge audience). This is why both parties possess unique values
they bring to advertisers when understood and used correctly.

Now that we have all realised the power of content and how much value it brings to to social media, and most importantly as Nigeria and the world in general gets ready
for the rise of content creators and brand influencers now and in the future. The biggest challenge however is provision of easy access to variety of these content creators,
where do you locate them? how can you get access to tens or hundreds of them? Because in the real sense of it, its invaluable if content creators and Influencers are available
across the web and nation but are not accessible by users / brands / advertisers or even their fellow creators.

INTRODUCING THE TRENDUPP PLATFORM
Trendupp basically is the home to content creators and social media influencers across Africa. A
first of its kind on the African soil, where brands and advertisers can present campaign briefs and
choose any amount of content creators and influencers to work on it no matter their industry /
interest / region / objective or budget. Meaning if you are a clothing company that needs content creators to produce social media worthy content using your brand / product, by coming on
Trendupp you can access these niched content creators to partner with your brand, better still
you own or work as a brand manager for a media agency and one of your mediums for awareness
for a client is influencer marketing,

Trendupp is the platform that you will find as the home to what you are looking to achieve, What
makes this more effective is beyond the content creator, You get access to a variety of influencers
who have been categorized based on different interests - Tech / Food / Entertainment / Fashion
/ Lifestyle / Beauty etc - and so incase your brief already comes with content and all you need
are amplifiers who have huge followers base and engagement, Trendupp also sits as the Home
to these.
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We call Trendupp a solution to a long time challenge faced in the Influencer
Marketing Industry all around Africa. To check out this platform, Advertisers
/ Brand Managers / Agencies can access www.trendupp.com and sign up!

While
Content creators / Influencers (Existing or Proposed) can join this community by downloading the TRENDUPP mobile app on IOS or Andriod, and
begin to apply for campaign briefs that will pay for your great work.

This platform is exciting the most because just like our first Influencer marketing report stated that Nano Influencers will become the most sought
after. Trendupp has risen to become that platform any social media user
that has as low as 1000 followers with aligning engagement can now GET
PAID for amplifying (retweet / repost / share etc) content to their little
community.
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FEEDBACK FROM A
CONTENT CREATOR AND
INFLUENCER

DID YOU SET OUT TO
BE AN INFLUENCER

DEFINE YOUR NICHE.

I definitely didnt set out
to be a content creator,
i just started putting out
content and that was it.

I am an Entertainment &
lifestyle Content Creator
- @taymesan

- @taymesan

No i did not. I don’t think
any true influencer sets
out to be an influencer.

I am Lifestyle &
Relationship Influencer
(www.elsieisy.com)

- @elsieisy

- @elsieisy
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MOST EFFECTIVE SOCIAL
MEDIA PLATFORM FOR
YOU ?

WHY IS GREAT CONTENT MORE
IMPORTANT THAN HUGE
FOLLOWERSHIP?

Twitter
Although, 2019 has seen
Twitter disrupting its own
essence and algorithm,
thereby reducing the level .
- @elsieisy

The quality of content you
have is what keeps your
followers attention. Without it the huge followership is inconsequential.
- @taymesan

Brands do not take time to engage the influencers on the
purpose of their campaign.
They also do not carry the influencers along when creating
Strategy, content
- @elsieisy

Great content trumps huge
followership any day. Because
great content means you understand your audience and
how to connect with their
emotions.

Major challenge is having
creative blocks, as faced by
most content creators. Also
sometimes brand’s content
can be too editorial

Instagram.
Its the one platform that
fits my kind of content, Instagram embodies entertainment and lifestyle.
- @taymesan

- @elsieisy

WHAT CHALLENGES DO YOU
FACE WHEN CREATING
CONTENT?

- @taymesan

• Sproutsocial

• Driving conversations to build engage-

• Hootsuite

ment will become influencers key to
beating algorithms
• With the death of likes, Influencers and
the general social media users will focus on more authentic contents, less
curated.
• Brands and agencies will ignore twitter
trends as metrics for success, and start
engaging niche content creators for
long lasting content
• Expect more algorithm changes

references

PROJECTIONS

• Video content will become powerful.

• Digital Marketing Institute
• Business Insider
• Olorisupergal
• Talkinginfluence
• Conductor
• Buffer
• Cpcstrategy
• Marketing Week
• PR 2020
• Aspire IQ
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